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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a three-dimensional robust guidance law for an interceptor considering
input saturation and first-order dynamic for the autopilot system is designed. To attain this goal,
first, modeling of the system in three-dimensional spherical coordination using engagement basics
has been derived and after that, the appropriate cost function for a collision of interceptor and target
considering actuator constraints and in absence of target movement information has been formulated.
According to robust control literature for achieving this type of guidance laws, Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs
differential equation inequality should be solved which unfortunately does not have a closed-form
solution in our problem. Therefore, to overcome this challenge, using adaptive dynamic programming
theory for solving acquired Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs, an algorithm for designing robust guidance law
has been presented. Simplification of the differential inequality and also satisfying the robustness of
the controller to different unknown target movemnts, are the most important features of the proposed
algorithm. Various simulations for targets with different movements and comparison of the proposed
method with conventional augmented proportional navigation, show the effectiveness of the designed
three-dimensional robust guidance law.

network general function approximation ability. The assumed
neural network weightigs are calculated by an offline method.
Finally, a comparison is made between the proposed method and
Augmented Proportional Navigation (APN) guidance law using
different target maneuvers.

2- Methodology
Pursuit-evasion geometry of target and interceptor in the
spherical coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
figure, r is the relative position along the line of sight [5].
By differentiating from r , one has:
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in which θ , ϕ , and r are elevation, azimuth, and relative
position, respectively. After differentiation from Eq. (1), we
have:
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where w r , w θ , and w ϕ are acceleration components
of the target, and u Mr , u M θ , and u M ϕ are acceleration
components of the interceptor. To compensate for the
difference between required and applied acceleration, firstorder dynamics are considered for autopilot.
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1- Introduction
For interceptors, The main goal of designing guidance
laws in terminal phase is to minimize the distance between
the interceptor and the target. High maneuverable targets,
dynamical complexities and performance limitations, and
physical constraints, are severe challenges in designing a
proper guidance law.
Proportional Navigation (PN) performance, as one of the
most successful guidance laws for interceptors, diminishes
against maneuvering targets significantly. H∞ control, in
which knowing target acceleration is not necessary, has
become more popular in recent years [1-4]. Considering
target acceleration as an external disturbance, the problem can
be formulated as a zero-sum game, which needs a Hamilton Jacobi - Isaacs (HJI) differential equation to be solved. Because
of complexity due to nonlinear dynamics and constraints, a
closed-form solution does not exist.
In this research, the goal is to design a robust controller for
an interceptor, considering input saturation and first-order
dynamics for the autopilot system. Unlike most of the papers
which used two-dimentional model of engagement, here the
persuit-evasion is modeled in the three-dimentional spherical
coordinates. Considering target acceleration as an external
disturbance and including input saturation constraints, a proper
cost function is derived . For solving the resulted zero-sum game
through its HJI differential equation, an Adaptive Dynamic
Programming (ADP) method is used. The proposed algorithm
will approximate the cost function of HJI inequality using neural
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Fig. 1. Pursuit-evasion geometry in the three-dimensional
spherical coordinate system
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for robust guidance law and APN for
a target with ramp maneuver: (a) distance between target and
interceptor, (b) elevation angle rate, (c) azimuth angle rate

Fig. 4. Simulation results for robust guidance law and APN for
a target with sine maneuver: (a) distance between target and
interceptor, (b) elevation angle rate, (c) azimuth angle rate

Fig. 2. Simulation results for robust guidance law and APN for
a target with step maneuver: (a) distance between target and
interceptor, (b) elevation angle rate, (c) azimuth angle rate.
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optimization which should be solved through the following
differential equation:
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Here,V = ∫ J ( x ,u , d ) dτ and V x = ∂V
are the value
∂x
t
function and its partial derivative respectively. To solve
Eq. (5), the proposed iterative algorithm of reference [7] is
applied. Having an initial stabilizing controller of u j , one
solves for:
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The problem is transformed to an unconstrained
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in which, the disturbance is trying to increase the cost
function, while the control aims at decreasing it. Using the
following quasi-norm of reference [6]:
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Formulation of a zero-sum game is depicted as follows:

(6)
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where, the worst case external disturbance is calculated as

d i +1 = (1 2γ 2 ) k TV xji . After convergence of V ji to V j* in the inner
1



loop, the external controller is updated to u j +1 = −φ  g TV xj*  in
2

the outer loop. For computational reasons, the value function
is approximated by the following neural network [21]:
L
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where, w ij , k and σ k (x ) , are weightings and activation
functions respectively.
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3- Results and Discussion
The comparison between initial conditions for the proposed
guidance law and APN are considered for three different
target accelerations: step, ramp, and sine.The obtained results
are shown hereunder:
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4- Conclusion
In this article, a robust guidance law of an interceptor with
first-order autopilot dynamics and saturation constraints was
developed. The guidance law design was formulated as a
constrained zero-sum and, an ADP based method is proposed
to solve the complicated nonlinear HJI equation. The most
important advantage of the proposed method over the APN
method is that the former does not need the target acceleration
to be known. Simulation results for various target acceleration
profiles, confirm the robustness of the proposed algorithm in
comparision to APN.
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